The electroencephalographic (EEG) activity patterns in humans during motor behaviour provide insight into normal motor control processes and for diagnostic and rehabilitation applications. While the patterns preceding brisk voluntary movements, and especially movement execution, are well described, there are few EEG studies that address the cortical activation patterns seen in isometric exertions and their planning. In this paper, we report on time and time-frequency EEG signatures in experiments in normal subjects (n=8), using multichannel EEG during motor preparation, planning and execution of directional centre-out arm isometric exertions performed at the wrist in the horizontal plane, in response to instruction-delay visual cues. Our observations suggest that isometric force exertions are accompanied by transient and sustained event-related potentials (ERP) and event-related (de-)synchronisations (ERD/ERS), comparable to those of a movement task. Furthermore, the ERPs and ERD/ERS are also observed during preparation and planning of the isometric task. Comparison of ear-lobe-referenced and surface Laplacian ERPs indicate the contribution of superficial sources in supplementary and pre-motor (FC z ), parietal (CP z ) and primary motor cortical areas (C 1 and FC 1 ) to ERPs (primarily negative peaks in frontal and positive peaks in parietal areas), but contribution of deep sources to sustained time-domain potentials (negativity in planning and positivity in execution). Transient and sustained ERD patterns in μ and β frequency bands of ear-lobe-referenced and surface Laplacian EEG indicate the contribution of both superficial and deep sources to ERD/ERS. As no physical displacement happens during the task, we can infer that the underlying mechanisms of motor-related ERPs and ERD/ERS patterns do not only depend on change in limb coordinate or muscle-length-dependent ascending sensory information and are primary generated by motor preparation, direction-dependent planning and execution of isometric motor tasks.
Introduction
Motor-related brain activity is of interest not only from physiological and neuroanatomical perspective, but equally in a rehabilitation engineering context. How different regions of brain are activated during various motor tasks can give invaluable insight into the integration mechanisms in neural control and planning of movement and this knowledge can be instrumental in the development and testing of novel forms of assistive devices and rehabilitation programmes McFarland et al., 2006; Wolpaw, 2007) . Among the brain recording techniques used for clinical or scientific purposes (Hatsopoulos and Donoghue, 2009 ), invasive recordings provide good spatial resolution. However, in human studies, non-invasive recordings such as electroencephalography (EEG) are often the most practical approach to gain access to the summed spatial, spectral and temporal characteristics of neuronal activity associated with motor behaviour where knowledge on the dynamics of synchronized activity in network formation and interactions can be sought. Such information can also be of interest for clinical diagnostics and therapeutic interventions (Reis et al., 2008) .
From the early discovery of Bereitschaftspotential and contingent negative variation (CNV) (see Shibasaki and Hallett, 2006 , for a review), various studies have investigated motor-related potentials (MRP) (Babiloni et al., 1999; Jahanshahi et al., 1995; Neuper et al., 2006 ) , the μ-rhythm (da Silva 2006), event-related synchronisation (ERS) in δ and θ bands and event-related de-synchronisation (ERD) in α (μ) and β frequency bands (see Graimann and Pfurtscheller, 2006; Waldert et al 2009) . However, there are few EEG studies that use sequenced execution protocols such as instruction-delay to reveal the involved brain regions in planning and execution stages of tasks, as practiced in primate single cell movement Kalaska, 2004, 2005; Sergio et al., 2005) and isometric task (Sergio and Kalaska, 2003; Sergio et al., 2005) recording studies. Reach-target classification in instruction-delay reaching tasks (Hammon et al., 2008) , or MRPs in planning of impeded elbow flexion/extension task (MacKay and Bonnet, 1990) are the only examples for movement and the only EEG study on isometric finger tasks with planning pre-cues before action (Ulrich et al., 1998) discusses the MRP patterns only. Other EEG studies on isometric tasks discuss different phenomena (see Discussions, Section 4.1).
Consequently there is no systematic data about ERD/ERS patterns in planning and execution of isometric tasks.
Following our previous report (Nasseroleslami et al., 2011) we try to address this gap in this paper. We are interested to explore the existence of consistent signal features associated with preparation, planning and execution of isometric tasks, and their similarity to those of movement tasks and movement imagery (Caldara et al., 2004; Neuper et al., 2006) .
In this study, we have asked subjects to prepare, plan for, and exert isometric force in a centre-out arm task, according to a visual cue target point, while EEG is recorded. The spatial distribution of signal features across scalp can imply the involved brain regions and their laterality, when an isometric motor task is attempted.
Materials and Methods

Setup and Recording
EEG. EEG is recorded by Synamps2
® System (Compumedics Neuroscan, Charlotte, NC, USA), using an electrode cap with Ag/AgCl sintered ring electrode set (EASYCAP GmbH, Herrsching-Breitbrunn, Germany), referenced to earlobes and with a forehead location (AF z ) used as ground. EEG is band-pass filtered between 0.05 -500 Hz and digitally sampled at 2000 Hz and captured using SCAN ® software (Compumedics Neuroscan, MATLAB ® (The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA).
Synchronisation.
The synchronization among the appearance of visual cues, the EEG recording system, and the force recording system is achieved by an event cable connected to digital inputs of the systems. The time delays between the generated event for each visual cue and the recording events are limited to 1ms. The visually presented feedback of force has a delay of 15-65ms and the mode of 45ms. This delay is the delay between acquisition and visualisation of force and not between presented cues, recorded EEG and recorded force.
Subjects
All subjects provided signed informed consent. Protocols for work on normal subjects were approved by the University of Strathclyde ethics committee. The study conforms with The Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki). A total of 8 (5 male) healthy subjects without history of neuromuscular disease volunteered for the experiment. Subjects had normal or corrected to normal vision.
Experiment
Subjects sat in a modified motorsport car seat (which provides a high degree of trunk stability), in front of a monitor and in easy reach of the knob of the force measuring device, as described above. Subjects were instructed to exert centre-out force exertions to left, right, forward and backward, within the horizontal plane (See Figure 1a) . This means exertion of force toward a specific direction, without displacement. This is different from sustained isometric contraction in which the output force and moment are zero. An arm rest was used to support the forearm above the wrist (See Figure 1b) . The target force was set to 30% of maximum voluntary contraction for each subject. Subjects were given time to practice and learn the task before the experiment proper. To minimize EEG contamination by EMG artefacts, subjects were repeatedly being asked verbally during the experiment to relax and not to contract their shoulder or neck muscles. This, together with using proper seat and arm-rest minimized the artefacts.
The sequence of visual cues is presented to the subject in an instruction-delay paradigm (vs. reactiontime paradigm) as depicted and explained in Figure 2 . Subjects rest first. After this, the screen turns white (Rest Cue: RC) and the subject remains at rest. Next, the Attention Cue (AC) appears as a black circle in the middle of the screen and this is a cue for preparation. Afterwards, a Directional Cue (DC) appears as another black circle in one of the 4 random directions and instructs the subject to plan in the specified direction (Subject takes no physical action). Finally, the middle black circle changes to red, which is the GO signal (GO) and instructs the subject to start the isometric exertion toward the indicated direction. Simultaneously, the subject observes on the screen the direction and magnitude of the exerted force as a dynamically changing line anchored at the centre point. After this a new trial starts.
RC, AC, and DC stages last a random duration between 2 and 3 seconds, GO lasts between 3 and 5 seconds and the rest period lasts between 5 and 7 seconds, for each trial. Trials are conducted in sets of 7-8 minute recordings with time in between for rest. Each subject attempts a minimum of 220 trials (i.e. about 55 trials in each direction).
Data Analysis
Data analysis was performed using scripts written in MATLAB ® (Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA).
The acquired signals were visually inspected for eye movement, jaw clenching, blink, EMG, ECG, movement, and electrode artefacts using a custom MATLAB GUI and contaminated EEG segments were excluded from the analysis. Trials to wrong direction or with wrong exertion timing and trials with latencies that were considered too fast or slow were also discarded. Data are epoched and baseline-adjusted to the cue onset for each stage of experiment.
Time domain Analysis.
Time domain signals for each subject were averaged and the averages from all subjects were used to find the grand average and the statistical significance of ERPs. The simplified surface
Laplacian was applied on channel averages, so that the spatially filtered signal of each channel is obtained by rereferencing to the average of 4 surrounding electrodes (Hjorth, 1991) .
Time-Frequency Analysis.
To study the time-frequency signatures of signals, we applied scalograms on EEG signals after removing the ERPs from each trial (i.e. removing the phase-locked component of signal).
Using scalograms promotes better time-resolution at higher frequencies and better frequency resolution at lower frequencies and allows additional features to the already well documented spectral changes associated with movement planning and execution to be explored. For time-frequency analysis, continuous Morlet wavelet transform coefficients (Misiti et al., 2007) were calculated using (1): 
where W(a,b) is the wavelet coefficient at frequency 1/a, b is time, f(t) the signal in time, and * indicates the complex conjugate. To adjust the time-frequency resolution trade-off, the parameter b 0 was set to 1, 0.25 and 0.1 for frequency ranges 1-20Hz, 21-40Hz and 41-50Hz, respectively. We wrote our own custom codes, along with using Time-Frequency Toolbox (Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, Paris, France) for comparison and verification of results.
In order to obtain the normalized scalogram (squared wavelet coefficients moduli), the squared coefficients evaluated exactly at the visual cue onset time at each frequency were used as baseline to find the 
where k denotes the trial number from N total and b=0 is the cue onset time. It should be noted that the average scalogram values at each frequency band are representative of classic ERD/ERS (Pfurtscheller & da Silva, 1999) obtained by averaging of the band-passed signal power (Graimann and Pfurtscheller, 2006) . The ERSP was used to assess ERD/ERS in ear-lobe-referenced EEG and surface Laplacian EEG which was found for each raw signal segment by re-referencing it to the average of the four surrounding electrodes (Hjorth, 1991) .
For analysis of EEG rhythms in α and β bands (Sanei & Chambers, 2007) , the average wavelet moduli of each band was used to obtain ERSP. The exact frequency ranges for low-α, high-α, low-β and high-β were estimated by inspection of eigenvectors corresponding to the dominant principal components (Jolliffe, 2002) of ERSP data, pooled across electrodes, experiment stages, time, and subjects.
Statistical Analysis.
In order to assess the statistical significance of the time-domain potentials and timefrequency distributions, at each time instance the values of ERPs or ERSPs for a specific frequency from all subjects were compared to the corresponding values at the cue onset time (corresponding to 0 value) using
Wilcoxon signed-rank non-parametric test. To account for multiple comparisons in several time (and frequency) points and several channels, first, the number of generating sources was estimated by principal component analysis (Jolliffe, 2002) . The number of spatial-(spectral)-temporal components that encompassed the knee or knot in the plot of principal components' represented variances and at the same time accounted for 85% of the variability of the data, plus one, was considered as the number of generating sources. This value was found to be 6 for ERPs and 3 for ERSP. Bonferroni correction was applied accordingly. We used α = 0.05 as the significance level.
Reporting of ERPs and ERD/ERSs.
To better describe and report the signal features, the ERPs or ERD/ERSs that appear earlier than 1.0s after the cue are referred to as "transient" and the constantly present features in the last second of each stage (the time window between 1.0-2.0s for AC and DC and 2.0-3.0s for GO) are referred to as "sustained".
For ear-lobe-referenced ERPs, the peaks between 0 and 1.0s after cue onset that had relative and absolute amplitude above 1μV were selected. Those who had a p-value smaller than α at the peak time and in 5 or more neighbour samples around the peak time were reported as ERPs. For surface Laplacian EEG, the threshold amplitude of 0.2μV was used. The sustained potentials were reported if they were significant in 50% of the 1.0s sustained period. For visual clarity, the ERPs are shown after applying a dual-pass Hann-windowed truncated ideal sinc low-pass filter with cut-off frequency of 5Hz which provides zero-lag zero-phase shift filtering.
The transient ERD/ERS at each frequency was reported if it was significant in 25% of the first 1.0s duration after appearance of cue. The sustained ERD/ERS was reported if they were significant in 50% of the 1.0s sustained period. ERSP signatures that showed an onset time (the first instance after the cue where the ERD/ERS becomes significantly different from zero) smaller than the period of the analysis frequency were considered as invalid and were excluded from the report.
Results
All 8 subjects successfully completed the experiment. In the execution phase, all the subjects had reached the steady state force targets within 2.0s (supplementary material, Figure S1 ).
Ear-Lobe-Referenced Event-Related Potentials
Figures 3, 4 and 5 show the ear-lobe-referenced ERPs across all electrodes along with the significance levels in preparation (AC), planning (DC) and execution (GO) stages, respectively. The significant positive and negative peaks as well as the sustained potentials are listed in Table 1 . An example of consecutive ERPs in the 3 stages of the experiment is shown at C z electrode in Figure 6 (top).
AC stage: It can be seen that after AC, there is significant positive peaks at central, frontal-central and parietalcentral electrodes after about 520ms.
DC stage: DC, induces a considerable positivity peak in several of parietal and central-parietal electrodes after about 400ms and a negativity peak in several frontal and frontal-central electrodes after about 810ms. There is also a sustained negativity at frontal-central electrodes.
GO stage:
The GO cue induced consecutive positive and negative peaks in frontal and frontal-central electrodes at about 200ms and 420ms, respectively; as well as a late rising positivity in parietal electrodes at about 980ms after cue. This is followed by a widespread sustained positivity that appears in central, frontal, frontal-central, parietal and central-parietal electrodes.
The results show that there are ERPs after all visual cues which vary considerably as a function of electrode position and stages of experiment. A notable spatial feature in ear-lobe-referenced EEG is the frequent tendency toward negativity in frontal recordings and negativity in parietal recordings. Table 2 .
Surface Laplacian Event-Related Potentials
AC stage: It can be seen that after AC, there is a negative peak at FC z after 390ms followed by positive peaks at CP z and CP 1 after 484-500ms.
DC stage: DC induces a positivity peak at CP z after 436ms which is followed by a negative peaks at FC z , FC 2 .
GO stage:
The GO cue induced positive peaks at CP 1 and CP z after 170ms and 515ms, as well as negative peaks after 394-406ms at FC 1 and FC z . Importantly, this is followed by a sustained positivity at C 1 .
The general positivity and negativity patterns in Laplacian ERPs are similar to ear-lobe referenced ERPs, but considerably local. Laplacian EEG shows that the motor related activity is mainly observed in CP z , CP 1 , FC z , and FC 1 electrodes in form of positive and negative peaks. Sustained potentials are mostly vanished in Laplacian EEG, except for a non-significant negativity during planning at FC z and C 1 and a non-significant positivity during execution at C 1 . The other observation is the relatively symmetric and mid-line-centric activity during AC (preparation) and to some extent DC (planning) stages, while the activity in GO stage (execution) is asymmetric with bolder contralateral activity. The early and late negativity and positivity components in planning (DC) stage can be associated with the early and late components of CNV (Cui et al., 2000; Gomez et al., 2003) , especially due to their spatial map matching. Similarly, in the execution stage (GO) the early negative and late positive components can be associated with earlier and later components of MRPs (Hink et al., 1983; Oda et al., 1996; Slobounov & Ray, 1998) . Table 3 lists the frequency ranges for significant ERD or ERS in 5 selected electrodes C z , C 3 , C 4 , P z and F z . The complete data for all electrodes are listed in supplementary material, Table S1 .
Ear-Lobe-Referenced Event-Related (De-)Synchronizations
AC stage: It can be seen that after AC, there is transient low α (8-9 Hz) ERD at C 4 . The ERD in low β band is transient (16-20Hz) in C z , C 3 , C 4 and F z . There is also a sustained 3Hz ERD at C 4 and F z .
DC stage: DC induces transient low α (8Hz) ERD at C z , C 3 , P z and F z . Other transient ERDs appear in low β band at C z and C 3 (15-21Hz) and also at F z (26-29Hz). The notable sustained activity is 8Hz ERD at C z .
GO stage:
The GO cue induced transient θ band at C 3 , C 4 and P z . There is transient low α ERD at P z , C z ,C 3 , and C 4 , and transient high α ERD only at C3 and P z . The electrodes C z , C 3 , C 4 and P z also show transient low β (17-21Hz) ERD to different extents. There is also sustained ERD at P z between 3-9Hz which extends to C 4 . The other sustained activity is in the form of ERD between 10-15Hz at F z .
The onset time of ERD/ERS was on average 353ms (±157ms SD) within the range of 52ms and 750ms
and heavily depended on the channel location (p < 0.05), frequency (p < 0.10) and cue type (p < 0.10), when tested by 3-way ANOVA.
The ERD/ERS features are very similar across recording electrodes. Transient β band ERD is seen after all cues. In addition, transient low α band ERD after AC and transient and sustained low α were observed after DC. In the GO stage, i.e. during force development and maintenance, transient and sustained ERD is observed in both low and high α band (μ rhythm ERD) and in high θ band. These ERDs are spread over scalp and are slightly bolder over contralateral motor areas. Table 4 lists the frequency ranges for significant ERD or ERS in the 5 selected electrodes C z , C 1 , C 2 , CP z and FC z that could well represent ERD/ERS patterns in Laplacian referencing. The complete data for all electrodes are listed in supplementary material, Table S2 .
Surface Laplacian Event-Related (De)-Synchronizations
AC stage: It can be seen that after AC, there is transient θ ERS at FC z , while CP z shows θ ERD ( Figure S8 and Table 4 ). The transient α ERD occurs in low and high α at FC z , but only in low α at CP z . There is low β transient which also extends to C z and FC z . The sustained ERD is a wide-spread 2-3Hz ERD in all electrode but also a sustained low α ERD at C 1 .
A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT
GO stage:
The GO cue induced transient θ band ERS (5-6Hz) at C 1 , FC z and CP z . There is transient ERD in low α at FC z , in high α at C 1 , and in both low and high α at C z ,C 2 , and CP z . The electrodes C z , C 1 , C 2 , FC z , and CP z all show transient low and high β ERD to different extents. Additionally, the transient ERD extends to γ at C 1 , C 2 and CP z . There is also sustained ERD in 2-5Hz at C z , C 1 , C 2 , FC z , and CP z to different extents. The other sustained activities are in the form of α ERD at C 1 , C 2 and FC z , as well as high β ERD at C 1 .
The dominant ERD/ERS features include transient and sustained α and β ERD. The transient α ERD occurs after all cues in most electrodes, except the ipsilateral motor area where little ERD (and even ERS) is observed. While the sustained α ERD can be seen in all major areas during execution (GO), the only planningtime sustained α ERD appears in contralateral motor area. The transient β ERD occurs after all cues, except in contralateral and parietal areas that occurs only after execution cue (GO).
Discussion
Comparison to Previous EEG and ECoG Studies
As expected we observed ERPs and ERD/ERS, similar to those observed in movement tasks or motor imagery. The EEG signatures associated with each stage of the experimental paradigm, preparation, planning and execution stages are similar to those seen in movement or motor imagery tasks (Caldara et al., 2004; Neuper et al., 2006) .
There is considerable documented research about EEG correlates of isometric force generation or movement, but most of them approach the EEG or MEG signal from different viewpoints such as: corticomuscular coherence (Chakarov et al., 2009; Conway et al., 1995; Salenius and Hari, 2003; Schoffelen et al., 2008) ; reflection of arm (Siemionow et al., 2000) , finger (Oda et al., 1996; Shibata et al., 1997; Slobounov et al., 2002) or foot (do Nascimento et al., 2005 (do Nascimento et al., , 2006 force magnitude in MRPs; classifying force or rate of torque development in real or imaginary isometric tasks (Gu et al., 2009; do Nascimento and Farina, 2008; Romero et al., 2000) . We now underline the reports more closely related to our study, i.e. the ERP and ERD/ERS patterns during motor tasks:
Time Domain: MRP studies during movement tasks (Colebatch, 2007) and isometric tasks include a wide range from self-paced and reaction-time-studies to instruction-delay or pre-cueing studies with different experimental conditions electrode referencing methods. We briefly describe the key similarities and differences of our results compared to the aforementioned studies: 1. Similar sustained negativity in motor planning and sustained positivity in motor execution over central motor areas (Ulrich et al., 1998; Wilke and Lansing, 1973) . 2. Similar trend of positivity in parietal recordings and negativity in frontal recordings in many ERP waveforms (Jahanshahi et al., 1995; Leuthold and Jentzsch, 2009 ). 3. Different and more complex waveforms and largely different waveform timings due to unpredictable cues in different stages in our experiment and absence of many waveforms in previous studies due to different experiment design (Leuthold and Jentzsch, 2009; do Nascimento et al., 2005 do Nascimento et al., , 2006 Slobounov and Ray, 1998; Ulrich et al., 1998) . 4. Different spatial variation of the observed features due to different EEG referencing and different experiment design (MacKay and Bonnet, 1990; Wilke and Lansing, 1973) .
Time-Frequency Features:
There are relatively common trends of activity during various movements and motor imagery tasks (Graimann and Pfurtscheller, 2006; Waldert et al., 2009) . Magnetoencephalography (MEG) and EEG signatures of arm movements (Waldert et al., 2008) , as well as electrocorticography (ECoG) signatures show ERD in α and β bands with most of the reported ERD on contralateral and to some extent ipsilateral motor areas. This is in agreement with general expectations of movement related ERD/ERS (Graimann and Pfurtscheller, 2006; da Silva, 2006; Srinivasan et al., 2006) . The ECoG signatures (ERD/ERS) of non-directional sustained isometric contractions of body parts over several regions of brain (Crone et al., 1998a,b) also show notable trends: There is α and β band ERD in transient and (to lesser extent) in sustained form over motor areas, in both ipsilateral and especially contralateral sides. The low and mid γ ERS has also been reported over contralateral motor areas. In the execution stage, we observed the same overall ERD pattern for α, and β compared to both EEG movement studies and ECoG isometric studies. An observed difference is the dependence of the laterality of α and β band ERD on planning/execution stage. While the bolder contralateral activity during planning matched the mentioned movement studies (reporting combined planning and execution stages), the α and β band ERD during execution was stronger in the ipsilateral areas.
This dominant ipsilateral ERD during the execution stage was not due to cortical pre-activation that may lead to different baseline power for ERSP calculation in different regions. When the ERSP in all stages were referenced and normalised to the same baseline power at AC onset time ( Figure S11 ), the dominant ipsilateral ERD is not diminished. However, this difference between contralateral (C 1 ) and ipsilateral (C 2 ) Laplacian ERD levels was not statistically significant for any execution time, frequency band and normalisation method when tested by paired t-test (p > 0.05). Although a concluding interpretation needs further evidence, differences in sensorimotor processing of sensory information, extrinsic coordinates, direction and muscle activity in different stages of different tasks can be responsible for this. Additionally, different hemispheric specialization for isometric tasks vs. movement tasks (Schaafer et al., 2009; Mani et al., 2013) as well as transient and declining cortical contributions (vs. more persistent and sustained spinal contributions) in constant-force isometric tasks (Shalit et al., 2012) may be responsible in this regard. In low γ band (30-50 Hz), the movement studies report ERD, while the sustained contraction ECoG study (Crone et al., 1998a,b) reports ERS. In our study, the ERD/ERS in γ band was not significant in general; however, in some subjects we observed ERS in parietal regions (P z ) and ERD in other regions including ipsilateral and contralateral motor regions. The reported ERD in all bands during isometric foot force development in C z (Masakado and Nielsen, 2008) , is confirmed by our results of α and β bands. In comparison to another similar instruction-delay MEG study (Tzagarakis et al., 2010) , we see two main similarities: (1) high β ERD is observed in contralateral motor and pre-motor area with extension to neighbouring regions, which was then shown to originate mostly from pre-Rolandic area, (2) the occurrence of β ERD after both planning and execution cues, where the first ERD onset in β range (85.5ms), and β ERD peaktime after planning cue (DC) at C 3 (485ms), are comparable to the corresponding reported values of 120ms and ~350-500ms by Tzagarakis et al. (2010) . The β ERD onset time is also comparable to the 113ms value of the local field potential (LFP) study of Zhang et al. (2008) . In a more general perspective, the presence of β ERD after both planning and execution cues, especially on contralateral motor areas are also similar to studies on precued finger-press movement tasks (Doyle et al., 2005) .
We can conclude that readiness and planning stages share many common (and mostly transient) timefrequency features in isometric exertions. However, there are features specific to each step. Execution can be described to have the most prominent ERD in the widest range of frequencies compared to preparation and planning. In all stages patterns are close to movement ERD/ERS.
Potential Neural Processing Mechanisms
The significance of this study is the association of function (preparation, planning and execution) in We may compare our ERPs results with single cell recording studies (Cisek and Kalaska, 2005) , although usually performed on primates and during movements (vs. isometric tasks) and the fact that the firing rate activity measures have not been translated to equivalent ERPs or ERD/ERSs. These studies show that during movement execution both primary motor cortex (M1) and premotor cortex (PM) show transient activity, but only PM shows activities (in transient form), when AC and especially DC are presented to primates. Dorsal PM areas show both ipsilateral and strong contralateral activity and this activity is maintained during the execution of movement. In M1, activity is seen only during motor execution and not planning. The activity in contralateral side is considerably higher than ipsilateral side (Cisek et al., 2003) . Isometric studies, mostly address M1 activity during task execution (Sergio et al., 2005) . There are both transient and sustained activities during force development and maintenance. There are few studies that address PM activity in isometric tasks and practically no results for planning stage of isometric exertions (Ashe, 1997; Personal Communication, John. F. Kalaska). Our findings on surface Laplacian ERPs show that preparation and planning involve symmetric (ipsilateral and contralateral) frontal-central (SMA/PM) and parietal areas (PC). Also, the activity during execution is mostly contralateral in central (M1) and frontal-central (M1/PM) regions. This is in good agreement with invasive studies on primates and informs of similar neural processing in humans. The observed laterality of ERPs is also compatible with the view of relatively direct role of contralateral motor cortex (Soteropoulos et al., 2011) in execution of tasks and participation of both ipsilateral and contralateral hemispheres in preparation and planning (Schaal et al., 2004) . These findings suggest that PM/SMA is active in early preparation; PC activity is added for direction-dependent processing; and M1 activity is mostly related to generation of descending neural motor commands.
The ERSP patterns are present both in ear-lobe-reference EEG and in Laplacian EEG, but with different distributions of spatial intensities: in preparation ERDs are contralateral which are pronounced in central motor areas with ear-lobe referencing, while pronounced over more frontal and parietal areas with Laplacian filter; in planning the contralateral central motor and parietal areas show overall similar ERD with both referencing methods; in execution the ERDs are mostly bilateral which are more pronounced in frontal and especially parietal areas, while Laplacian gives more accentuation to central and ipsilateral motor areas. These patterns suggest the involvement of several different deep and superficial cortical sources in brain that are considerably more distributed and less focal compared to ERP sources. The contribution of deep sources to ERD, is in line with current literature on ERD/ERS generation fundamentals and mechanisms (Pfurtscheller, 2006; da Silva, 2006 ) that ERD/ERS is generated by deeper circuitries such as thalamo-cortical loops (Pfurtscheller, 2006; da Silva, 2006) , while the contribution of superficial sources to ERD is supported by other fMRI studies (Cooreman et al., 2011) that attribute them primarily to superficial cortical activities.
In figure 7) . These observation and potentially different sources of ERPs and ERD/ERSs, as discussed above, make it difficult to establish a strong association between the two. Future studies, using accurate source localization can help in this regard.
Most importantly to mention, all the above-mentioned time or time-frequency signatures did not depend on physical position, displacement, velocity or trajectory of the limb in extrinsic coordinates, nor on the sensory information changes that could have affected the somatosensory cortex and then the other motor areas.
They are therefore originated from motor preparation, direction-dependent information of planning and motor command generation.
Debates
On Averaging and Normalisation.
Rest-time EEG is affected by background cognitive processing, attentiveness (Compton et al., 2011) and other artefacts. When used for normalisation, this uncertainty affects the resultant normalized scalogram and identification of feature as ERD or ERS. In some cases, we observed significant ERD in the majority of subjects, but a few subjects displayed significant ERS activity. This different observation in the minority can be because of inter-individually different motor processing, but we suggest that the EEG normalisation inaccuracy can be the source of variance in results. Improved normalisation techniques and spectral techniques can contribute to higher consistency across subjects.
Source and nature of the observed EEG activity.
It is important to take into account the potential visual stimulative effects of the experiment. The distance between the subject and monitor screen limits the visual angle to 5 degrees and minimizes the eye-movement and movement artefacts. We also rejected all the trials with traces of eye movements and found no trace of eye movements in multichannel EEG of accepted trials.
We should emphasize that the task is a visuo-motor task because of the roles of cues and real time feedback of force on the screen. Consequently we cannot completely remove the visual processing from motor aspects of the task. However, it is noteworthy that the ERPs and ERD/ERSs observed after the cues are because of the attentional roles of the cues in the planning and execution of the requested task and not the visual appearance of cues per se. Unattended visual cues show no time and time-frequency changes in EEG (Valsan, 2007) , even in case of moving cues (Guo et al., 2008) . This attentional role (especially reflected in the β ERD, about 100ms after the cues), can be attributed to orienting reflex in general (Pfurtscheller et al., 2013) ; but more specifically, this attention is known to engage the motor-related areas in the context of a motor task (Tzagarakis et al., 2010; Pfurtscheller et al., 2013) . In short, the visual components -if any-get their identity in the context of the visuo-motor task. Additionally, we observed that ERPs and ERD/ERS patterns are not of higher intensity in occipital areas over visual cortex (O z and I z electrodes) and EEG signatures in these electrodes are not spread to the reported electrodes. Nevertheless, we choose the term ERP over MRP or visualevoked potentials (VEP) for the observed potentials, to avoid potential over-interpretation and to account for the complex nature of these potentials. Following this discussion, we may emphasise that in the isometric tasks subjects were exerting force without moving their arm. Therefore the observation of self-movement (Pineda, 2005; Hari, 2006) could not have induced the observed EEG signatures. Furthermore, subjects were paying attention to the CRT display and their arm was not in their direct field of view.
As we studied the averaged results for all directions, the study does not highlight the spatio-temporal features specific to each direction. This makes the task similar to more complicated arm tasks where all the muscles are active at the same time. While motor parameters such as direction and level of exerted force affect the signal amplitude, the waveforms or essential ERD/ERS characteristics remain unchanged (Leuthold and Jentzsch, 2009; do Nascimento et al., 2005 do Nascimento et al., , 2006 Valsan, 2007; Waldert et al., 2009) . Additionally, in analysing of the inter-class difference of ERPs and ERD/ERS (not presented here), no significant difference was found (Nasseroleslami, 2013) .In short, the lack of significant direction-dependency for ERPs and ERD/ERSs suggests that neither the spatial features (e.g. differences in specific electrodes) nor the temporal features (e.g. peak ERD value or time, as discussed in Pfurtscheller et al., 2013) of ERD/ERS significantly depends on direction. Consequently, the reported features hold for all directions. This direction-independence in the EEG of an isometric task was unexpected, considering the presence of direction-dependency in movement EEG/ECoG Pfurtscheller et al., 2013) and in single cell activity of both movement and isometric exertions (Georgopoulos et al., 1982; Sergio et al., 2005) .
It is useful to underline the potential role of EMG artefacts, once more. With the careful recording, conservative rejection of artefacts and careful statistical analysis we minimized the chance of EMG contamination. The logical link between Laplacian and ELR results, lack of gamma band ERS in the reported data, as well as similarity of preparation and execution stage EEG features (one with less and one with more contamination chance) suggest that the impact of EMG artefacts have been minimal. However, the gold standard for true EMG-free recording (including those from head muscles) would be the use of neuromuscular blockade (See Muthukumaraswamy, 2013 , for a review).
Variability.
As mentioned earlier, the previous literature about ERP and ERD/ERS includes various experimental setups, different paradigms (instruction delay, reaction-time, self-paced), different involved body part (arm, fingers, and foot), different tasks (sustained contraction, reaching, and manipulation) and different task parameters. Consequently, the comparison of our results to those reported in the literature should be considered as approximate and not as exact validation. This is of special importance when variability in the observed EEG has been reported (Graimann and Pfurtscheller, 2006; da Silva, 2006) and also by taking into account the different neuro-circuitry and neuro-computations responsible for different motor tasks in the literature (Jordan and Wolpert, 1999; Shadmehr and Wise, 2005) .
Applications and Future Research Perspectives
The features identified in this study relate to isometric planning and execution and therefore present additional insight into the EEG signatures previously described for point to point movements and those generating joint/limb displacement. For clinical applications, it is likely that isometric training tasks without the need for limb displacement (reaching, pointing and manipulation tasks) may provide a paradigm that is simpler to adapt to the needs of individual patients, during early stages of BCI-aided rehabilitation. Investigation of the observed signatures in acute stroke and other central nervous system trauma conditions will be of interest in this respect.
Future work is expected to apply source localisation techniques (Srinivasan et al, 2006) , network analysis (Lindsay and Rosenberg 2011) and also more accurate time-frequency representations (Boashash, 2003; Cohen, 1995; Hlawatsch & Auger, 2008) to localize the ERD/ERS sources more accurately in time and frequency. However, given that a degree of inter-subject variability exists in the sample presented here there is a need for caution in interpretation. Further studies aimed at determining the degree of inter-subject variability of features of interest are therefore warranted. Similarly, the robustness of the reported observations will be required to be explored through the use of a range of normalization techniques and the study of subject groups with motor or sensory impairments.
The other immediate research question will be the role of direction in the context of previous force parameter decoding studies (do Nascimento and Farina, 2008) , similar to studies on movement direction (Waldert et al., 2008) or trajectory decoding (Bradberry et al., 2010; Schalk et al., 2007) . The potential of decoding task parameters such as intended direction of effort in planning and execution from EEG, will be the focus of our further studies.
Conclusions
Instruction-delay and other complex protocols in movement and isometric tasks together with EEG analysis, proves to be a useful tool for study of human motor function. Isometric tasks in preparation, planning and execution stages show statistically significant ERP and ERD/ERS patterns very similar to movement and motor imagery that do not depend on the planned extrinsic coordinate change or change in muscle length- 
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The authors are thankful to anonymous reviewers for comments and suggestions on previous and current versions of the manuscript. (1) is grabbed by the subject to exert force. The knob is attached to the sensor (3) via a top-plate connector (2) and is attached to the base (5) via bottom-plate connector (4). The assembly and the seat (7) are fixed to the support (6) . An elbow and arm rest (8) is used to support the arm's weight. Transient means the first 1.0s after the cue where early activity is observed. Sustained, indicates the lasting activity that is sustained in the second second (for AC and DC) or third second (for GO) after the cue. P and N stand for positivity and negativity. Numbers in parentheses show the time delay in milliseconds and the value of the peak in average EEG (μV); e.g. P(526,+3.085) shows a positive peak of 3.085μV , 526ms after the relevant visual cue. S(-3.829) shows sustained average potential of -3.829 over the 1s late period. The values are referenced to average signal values at the point of appearance of cues. Transient means the first 1.0s after the cue where early activity is observed. Sustained, indicates the lasting activity that is sustained in the second second (for AC and DC) or third second (for GO) after the cue. P and N stand for positivity and negativity. Numbers in parentheses show the time delay in milliseconds and the value of the peak in average EEG (μV); e.g. P(484,+0.476) shows a positive peak of 0.476μV , 488ms after the relevant visual cue. The values are referenced to average signal values at the point of appearance of cues. + shows ERS and -shows ERD. Numbers show frequency range in Hz. Transient means the first 1.0s after the cue where early activity is observed. Sustained, indicates the lasting activity that is sustained in the second second (for AC and DC) or third second (for GO) after the cue. 
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